We report, for the first time to our knowledge, experimental demonstration of wave-front analysis via the Hartmann technique in the extreme ultraviolet range. The reference wave front needed to calibrate the sensor was generated by spatially filtering a focused undulator beam with 1.7-and 0.6-mm-diameter pinholes. To fully characterize the sensor, accuracy and sensitivity measurements were performed. The incident beam's wavelength was varied from 7 to 25 nm. Measurements of accuracy better than l EUV ͞120 (0.11 nm) were obtained at l EUV 13.4 nm. The aberrations introduced by an additional thin mirror, as well as wave front of the spatially unfiltered incident beam, were also measured.
To enable metrology and alignment of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) optical systems and to develop nextgeneration EUV lithography steppers, it is essential that wave-front measurement in this range of wavelengths can be performed rapidly, reproducibly, and accurately. To date, the highest-accuracy wave-front measurements at EUV wavelengths have been obtained with interferometry. On the Advanced Light Source (ALS) beamline 12.0 at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory such experiments are routinely performed with accuracy in the l EUV ͞250 range and sensitivity exceeding l EUV ͞1000 ͑l EUV 13.4 nm͒ within a 0.1 numerical aperture (NA). 1 -4 However, the Hartmann technique presents some important advantages over interferometry. With the Hartmann wave-front sensor (HWS) both intensity and phase are measured at the same time. HWS can work with spatially and temporally partially incoherent beams. Any kind of optics, focusing or otherwise, with large or small aberrations, can be measured. Finally, HWS is compact, inexpensive, and easy to set up.
In Hartmann wave-front analysis a beam passes through a hole array and is projected onto a CCD camera that detects the beamlet sampled by each hole. The positions of the individual spot centroids are measured and compared with reference positions. This enables the wave front's local slope to be measured at a large number of points within the beam, from which the wave front can be reconstructed. 5 To establish accuracy, a HWS needs to be calibrated with the help of a well-known reference wave. Typically this wave is obtained by spatial filtering.
ALS beamline 12.0 is an undulator beamline designed for experiments relevant to the development of EUV lithography near the 13-nm wavelength. 6 The geometry of ALS beamline 12.0 and the HWS setup are represented schematically in Fig. 1 . The undulator beam passes through a varied-line-spacing grating monochromator. The monochromatic EUV beam is focused by KirckpatrickBaez (KB) optics with an output-side NA of approximately 0.006. The dimensions of the focal spot are typically 10 mm 3 15 mm FWHM. 3, 7 The reference spherical wave front needed for the HWS calibration is generated by placing a small pinhole at the focus of the KB optics, creating nominally spherical wave illumination for the HWS.
We used a hole array made in an 80-mm-thick nickel plate composed of a uniform square grid of 65 3 65 holes over a 15 mm 3 15 mm area. The holes were square and rotated by 25 ± to minimize the overlap of the diffraction from adjacent holes in the measurement plane. 8 ( Fig. 1 ). We used a back-illuminated, thinned, 16-bit EUV CCD camera with 1024 3 1024 pixels. The pixel size was 24 mm 3 24 mm. An enlarged part of a typical Hartmann pattern, recorded on the CCD camera with the hole array described above, is also shown in Fig. 1 . The diffraction of the beam along the axes of the square holes is apparent. The individual spots are approximately 6 pixels ͑144 mm͒ wide.
To guarantee a reference wave front better than l EUV ͞100 rms, the useful pupil of the sensor must be illuminated by less than half of the central Airy disk. 3 For the measurements described here the HWS hole array was placed a distance of 610 mm from the KB focus ͑NA 0.025͒. For this case the pinhole diameter should be 0.6 mm or smaller. However, because of f lux limitations imposed by working with such small pinholes, 3 two series of experiments were performed with 1.7-and 0.6-mm pinholes. In both configurations the distances were the same, the operational wavelength was 13.4 nm, and the exposure times were ϳ150 ms, typically.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the beam's normalized intensity prof iles obtained at 13.4 nm with the 1.7-and 0.6-mm pinhole sizes, respectively. With the pinhole of 1.7 ͑0.6͒ mm the central Airy disk's diameter is ϳ11.7 ͑33.2͒ mm at the hole array position. In both cases calibration of the sensor was performed over the largest square pupil illuminated (44 3 44 subpupils, where a subpupil def ines one individual spot in the Hartmann pattern) centered on the CCD chip. For wave-front analysis we used the largest round pupil inscribed in the beam FWHM,
After calibration of the system we f irst performed absolute wave-front measurements. Figures 2(c) and  2(d) show the wave-front focus terms obtained with the 1.7-and 0.6-mm pinholes, respectively. In both configurations the diffracted beams are spherical waves with identical radii of curvature, measured by the HWS as 610.161 6 0.009 mm. Figures 2(e) and 2(f ) display the residual wave fronts obtained after removing the tilt and focus terms for the 1.7-and 0.6-mm pinholes, respectively. Finally, the corresponding relative wave fronts are shown in Figs. 2(g) and 2(h) . With the pinhole of 1.7 ͑0.6͒ mm the residual absolute wave-front rms and peak-to-valley (PV) values reached at best 0.012l EUV ͑0.021l EUV ͒ and 0.055l EUV ͑0.113l EUV ͒, respectively. In relative measurement the residual wave front was 0.008l EUV ͑0.008l EUV ͒ rms and 0.048l EUV ͑0.061l EUV ͒ PV.
In absolute measurement the magnitudes of the aberrations were larger with the 0.6-mm pinhole than with the 1.7-mm pinhole, because of the larger analysis pupil used with the smaller pinhole size. However, the accuracy measurements were similar with both pinhole sizes, reaching l EUV ͞125 rms, and a sensitivity of l EUV ͞200 PV and l EUV ͞1500 rms were obtained over 50 successive measurements.
We also performed sensitivity measurements by displacing the spatial-filter pinholes in the incident beam, inducing variation of the tilt aberration. Relative to the pinholes' initial positions, the residual wave front did not change significantly (,l EUV ͞500 rms) for pinhole motions of a few micrometers, and we noted good agreement (within 0.04 mm) between the displacements measured by the sensor (with 0.054-mm precision) and the real ones given by the motorized translation stages (with 0.1-mm precision). On ALS beamline 12.0 the wavelength can be tuned from 7 to 25 nm with a l͞Dl bandwidth between 55 and 500. Thus we performed, at different wavelengths, absolute and relative wave-front measurements with both pinhole sizes. Here the reference wave front, taken in relative measurements, is always the wave front measured at l EUV 13.4 nm. For many wavelengths the transmission of the 250-nm-thick nickel membrane that def ines the 0.6-mm pinhole was too high to provide adequate spatial f iltering. Therefore only the results obtained with the 1.7-mm pinhole are considered. Figure 3 shows the residual rms and PV values obtained at different wavelengths with the 1.7-mm pinhole in terms of l EUV 13.4 nm; comparisons are made between the operational wavelength and the results measured at 13.4 nm, always using the same analysis pupil (i.e., the same measurement NA), corresponding to the FWHM diameter at 13.4 nm. We see that the wave-front measurements performed between 10 and 25 nm are similar; however, the wave-front quality deteriorates rapidly as expected below l 10 nm because the measurement pupil falls outside the FWHM of the central Airy disk. This set of measurements demonstrates the achromaticity of the technique, showing that the HWS can easily work over a wide wavelength range (7-25 nm) without recalibrating the sensor.
As an application of the Hartmann technique, we first measured the wave front ref lected by a Mo͞Si multilayer-coated mirror. The mirror was positioned, with 67.5 ± incidence, to ref lect the pinhole diffracted beam before it entered the HWS. Figure 4(a) shows the measured wave front ref lected by the wafer at l 13.4 nm. The residual rms and PV aberration magnitudes were 2.715l EUV and 18.387l EUV , respectively.
The spatial-f ilter pinhole was then removed to measure the wave front of the incident beam produced by the KB optics. The wave front, displayed in Fig. 4(b) , has residual-aberration magnitudes of 1.879l EUV rms and 6.99l EUV PV. The primary wave-front error terms are astigmatism, coma at 90 ± , and trifoil at 30 ± . By convolution of the calculated point-spread function with the geometrical image of the beamline source, we estimated the size of the KB focal spot at 23 mm 3 26 mm at 1͞e 2 , while direct imaging gave 21 mm 3 25 mm at 1͞e 2 . Thus HWS can also predict the focal spot properties of highly aberrated beams.
To our knowledge these experiments are the f irst to demonstrate the performance of Hartmann wave-front sensing in the EUV wavelength range. We performed EUV Hartmann wave-front sensor calibration and wave-front analysis at 13.4 nm; accuracy better than l EUV ͞120 rms and sensitivity of l EUV ͞1500 rms were obtained. This sensor was also tested on a wide wavelength range, from 7 to 25 nm, without any modification. We characterized the surface deformations of a thin f lat mirror, as well as the ALS beamline 12.0 beam focused by KB optics. The EUV HWS can also be used for adaptive or active optics alignment and beam movement sensing on complex optical setups.
